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From when we first opened the Meadowpark doors in August 2015 we have accessed our local 

community: making and following up plans for cooking and shopping in Tesco; attending Aubigny 

centre for swimming, badminton, gym sessions; accessing River Tyne for kayaking, nature discovery 

and discovering a myriad of cycle paths.  

It has always been our vision that Haddington would become an ‘autism friendly’ town and we know 

that these initiatives take time in order that all parties become comfortable and familiar with each 

other. Only recently I celebrated the success of our community connections with Co-op Haddington 

in this newsletter who donate leftover food to our Breakfast Club, which continues to be incredibly 

popular.  

Imagine then our surprise and delight when on Wednesday a crate load of pens, post-its (what 

would I do without them) and other essential stationary items was donated from Tesco Haddington 

this week because of close connections with a particular member of Meadowpark staff, Mrs H. One 

of our senior pupils can be seen with the manager clearly expressing how grateful we all are with 

this donation.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Being part of a community isn’t always about being on the receiving end of donations, it is very 

much about giving back and we are incredibly proud that our young people take an active interest 

and show diligence and dedication when supporting local initiatives: one of our pupils is 

volunteering at the East Lothian Food Bank in Tranent, while 2 others support the excellent work at 

Amisfield Garden by giving time to dig, prune, rake and tidy up. 

Tyne class have made time to write to Tesco and thank them for their kind donation. Letter writing is 

also being extended between another authority provision, Ross ASN base and pupils in Tyne and 

Forth. Developing approaches to writing by making it real and meaningful very much puts literacy 

skills into context – something young people with autism can struggle with.  

Esk class are looking to achieve silver SQA Personal Achievement Awards this session and as part of 

that they are creating a visual 3-D model telling the story of what Haddington means to them. One 

pupil, H has shown an interest in Poldrate Mill, R particularly like the Court St Fountain and C would 

like to do some research on the surrounding farmland… maybe get a ride on a tractor? 

Have a peaceful weekend 

Ms C Prime  22.11.19 


